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Theory of the Magnetic Susceptibility of Crystals
by C. P. Enz

Physikalisches Institut der ETH, Zürich

Dem Andenken von M. R. Schafroth

(15. VIII. 1959)

Zusammenfassung. Es wird ein Ausdruck für die feldunabhängige magnetische
Suszeptibilität von Elektronen in einem periodischen Potential nach einer
neuen Methode abgeleitet. Vergleichsweise werden die in der Literatur
existierenden Methoden kurz besprochen. Das Resultat lässt sich leicht für die beiden
Näherungen fast freier und stark gebundener Elektronen spezialisieren, in welchen
eine einfache Interpretation möglich ist.

1. Introduction

At the Varenna summer school 1956 a new method for treating the
problem of the field indépendant magnetic susceptibility of electrons in
a periodic potential was briefly reported1). The present paper contains
a detailed evaluation of this method. Simultaneously the same problem
has been treated again by Hebborn and Sondheimer2)*). Since we feel
that our method gives some insight into the problem not shared by the
earlier treatments of Peierls3), Adams4), Wilson5) and also of ref. 2

we decided to publish this work.
As was mentioned in ref. 1 the motivation for this investigation was

to understand the rather anomalous temperature dependence of the
susceptibility experimentally found for many semiconductors. We will
not, however, enter into this question here since a separate paper is
devoted to the problem of the temperature dependence of the susceptibility6).

In order to compare our method with those already existing in the
literature3-5) we shall discuss some of the main points of the earlier
treatments.

An important feature in Peierls fundamental paper3) is the use of an
effective Hamiltonian Eop related to the true one-electron Hamiltonian
by an equivalence theorem. Peierls worked out this theorem in tight

*) This autor is indepted to Dr. Sondheimer for sending him a preprint.
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binding approximation only. But its validity is not restricted to this
approximation. The effective Hamiltonian is of the form

Eop E(kop) (1.1)

where E(k) is the energy of an eigenstate with wave vector k of the true
Hamiltonian including the perturbation by the magnetic field// (assumed
in the ^-direction) and kop is a rather complicated operator obeying the
commutation relation

For vanishing magnetic field E(k) is a single energy band of the crystal,
while for H 4= 0 it includes contributions from the other bands. Apart
from these contributions in E(k) however, Peierls' Eop is essentially a

one band model and the equivalence theorem therefore only approximate.
Some implications of interband effects in a magnetic field have been
discussed by Harper7).

Another equivalence theorem well known in solid state theory is the
effective mass theory which was originally developed for electrostatic
perturbations") and extended to the magnetostatic case by Luttinger9).
Luttinger's version for a constant magnetic field is again of the form
(1-1,2) but now E(k) represents an unperturbed energy band En(k) and
kop the kinetic momentum p — ejc A. If one replaces in Peierls' paper his
effective Hamiltonian by that of Luttinger a closer examination shows
that one obtains the familiar Landau-Peierls term #3 while the other two
terms £, and^2 are missing.

In a more recert paper Kjeldaas and Kohn10) have applied a
generalization of Luttinger and Kohn's version of the effective mass theory8)

to the problem of the magnetic susceptibility. In this version the
effective mass approximation consists in neglecting terms of higher than
second order in a power series expansion in k — k0 where kg is the wave
vector at the minimum of the energy band in consideration. In the case
of a magnetic perturbation this leads to Luttingers effective Hamiltonian
En(p — ejc A) in second order, as shown in ref. 8. The generalization of

Kjeldaas and Kohn consists in taking into account fourth order terms
in the expansion in k — k0 (they put k0 0) which leads to an effective
Hamiltonian of the form

E0P=En(p~^A) + R{p-^A) (1.3)

taken in fourth order in k. As stated above, the first term of (1.3) gives
rise (to any order in k) to Peierls' %3. The contribution of the remainder R
is shown by the authors to coincide, in tight binding approximation,
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with the atomic diamagnetism fa of Peierls. This shows that Kjeldaas and
Kohn's effective Hamiltonian (1.3), although useful in certain applications,

gives no improvement over Peierls' original theory.
Such an improvement in the spirit of an equivalence theorem has been

achieved by Adams4), making use of his multiband formulation of the
effective mass theory11) which is rigorous in principle. As result Adams
gets, in addition to the Landau-Peierls term, two new terms of exceedingly

complicated structure, containing interband effects not present in
Peierls' %x and #2. The basic quantities in Adams' multiband formulation

of the effective mass theory turn out, after closer inspection12), to
be the matrix elements between Bloch states of the operator p and of
a certain part of x having the periodicity of the lattice (see appendix A).
This suggests quite generally that a straightforward use of the Bloch
representation would eliminate the extra complications inherent in any
equivalence theorem. Our method is guided by this observation.

Another method which follows this mode of approach by Bloch functions

instead of using an equivalent Hamiltonian is the density matrix
formalism of Wilson5). This formalism is very powerful in the case of
free electrons because it does not make use of perturbation theory in the
field H (and therefore accounts for the de Haas-van Alphen effect). For
electrons in a periodic potential however, perturbation theory is
indispensable and Wilson's method is less direct. A complete formula for the
field independent susceptibility although obtainable in principle with
this method has not been given by Wilson because of its considerable
complexity. This has been achieved only recently by Hebborn and
Sondheimer2). Much of the complications in Wilson's method are due
to the explicit use of the Bloch wave functions which also make the
result rather difficult to interpret.

In our method a general formula expressing the susceptibility in terms
of matrix elements in Bloch representation is derived in section 2 (see

also ref. 1). In order that these matrix elements have good mathematical
properties the choice of an infinite normalisation volume is of importance.
Some care is necessary however with the definition of the diagonal sum
(trace) when the wave vector k varies continuously. At this point an
approximation is introduced which consist in treating certain almost
diagonal operators as if they were rigorously diagonal. (This point was
not clearly realized in ref. 1). Furthermore the well known difficulty of
having a constant magnetic field in infinite space needs some discussion.
This difficulty is shown however, to be of harmless nature so far as the
susceptibility is concerned. In fact, no singularities occur other than
<3-functions in k and derivatives thereof. In appendix A it is shown that
these singular functions are easily 'regularized' by going over to a magne-
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tized region of finite extension. No use of this régularisation is made
however since, starting from the general susceptibility formula, it is an

easy task to eliminate the singularities by partial integrations over k.
This is done in section 3. Finally with the help of relations between
matrix elements derived in appendix A some further simplifications
are made in section 4 and the result is written as a sum of six terms.
The most important contributions are the Landau-Peierls diamagnetism
Xp (Peierls' fa), the atomic diamagnetism fa. (Peierls' fa), a Langevin-
Debye type paramagnetism fa and a van Vleck type term %v. The
identification of the last three terms is easily obtained by passing to the
limit of tightly bound electrons where all other contributions disappear.
In the limit of nearly free electrons, on the other hand, the susceptibility
is given by %P alone.

Apart from %P which is determined entirely by the energy band structure,

all other terms additionally depend upon the matrix elements of

p and of the periodic part of x mentioned above. Clearly, the relations
existing between these matrix elements are not sufficient to eliminate all
matrix elements in favour of the energy band structure. These matrix
elements are identical with the basic quantities in Adams' result and
also with the integrals over Bloch functions used by Wilson and by
Hebborn and Sondheimer (we use the same notation as these authors
so far as possible).

As usual this paper is based upon the one-electron picture and electron
spin is neglected (which means that spin-orbit coupling is neglected, see

ref. 1). No symmetries other than those already existing in this framework

- namely the lattice periodicity and the time reversal symmetry -
are assumed. The implications of some symmetries (e. g. existence of
an inversion centre in the crystal) are studied in appendix B.

2. Outline of the Formalism
In a small magnetic field H the free energy <P and thermodynamic

potential Q of crystal electrons are, per unit volume,

&-NÇ=Q=Q0~M0H~-1-x.H2+- (2.1)

where % is the field independent magnetic susceptibility and M0 the
permanent magnetic moment, which is zero except for ferromagnetic
substances. A^ is the number of electrons per unit volume and J the Fermi
energy. The thermodynamic potential V. Q for a crystal of volume V

may be written in the usual way as a trace

J2 A.TraceF(§) (2.2)
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where § is the Hamiltonian of an electron moving in a periodic potential
V( x) and in a magnetic field H rot A (div A 0)

$>=^~(p~eA)2+V §>0 + !ö'; $0
2 m 2 m

S'= A ¦ p A2.

(2.3)

(2.3)'

(We put % c 1 in this paper.) The factor 2 in eq. (2.2) accounts for
the degeneracy of the electron spin which is neglected in <fj. F is the
function p-_/-\n

F(E) =-kT log [l + exp (- 4/)J (2.4)

characteristic of Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Eq. (2.2) is evidently independent of the choice of the representation,

which implies immediately the gauge invariance of Q. Indeed, with the
gauge transformation

^(x) eu^w(x); A(x) A(x)+^-

f being any wave function, it follows that

¦f*(x) ¦ %ip(x) f*(x) ¦ £>y>{x)

where § is the Hamiltonian (2.3) with A replaced by A.
Since F(z) is a regular function in the neighbourhood of the real axis

and vanishes exponentially for large positive z we may apply Cauchy's
formula as indicated in ref. 1,

Q h§dzF^z) ¦ y Trace (z - fr)-1 (2.5)

where the contour encloses all eigenvalues of §>. (z — S)_1 is then written
as a formal expansion in the perturbation §'.

(* - è)-1 (z - S,,)-1 +(z- ô,,)-1 S' (z - $„)-* +

+ (z-$>o)-1$>'(z~$>0)-1§>'(z-$>o)-1+-

(* ~ -So)"1 - -^ (^ - So)"1 A • P (* - -Où)"1 + I (2.6)

+ T^^"^_1A2^-^o)-1 +

+ ^ (^-So)-1 A p (z~$>0)-iA.p (z-bo)-1 + ¦¦¦

It is now natural to choose the Bloch representation defined by §0,

§,0\nk) En(k).\nk) (2.7)
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where the energy bands labelled by n may still be degenerate. For the
moment we assume a finite normalization volume V and periodic boundary

conditions so that
(nk \n'k') dnn, ôkk,

and the ft form a discrete set of points extending over the reduced
Brillouin zone.

The reason for making the assumption of a finite V is to give a precise
meaning to the trace in eq. (2.2), which now assumes the simple form

ß 17 272>fe 1-^)1«*)
n k

There is however a difficulty with this assumption in the case of a
homogenous field, H (0,0, H), say, or in an appropriate gauge,

A =4". (-x2,Xl,0) (2.8)

Indeed, the coordinates Xj do not exist, strictly speaking, as operators in
a finite system with periodic boundary conditions. We may therefore
assume for a moment that H is constant only in the interior of a region U
situated within V, but that A goes to zero at the boundary of U. To
eliminate the boundary effects thereby introduced we shall afterwards
go to the double limit V -> oo and U -> oo, which from the formal point
of view is the appropriate situation.

The first limit, V -> oo, is obtained by the usual replacements

]/Vj(2nf ¦ \nk) -> \nk)
(J//(2jr)3). àkk, -+d(k-k')
((2nfjV). 27-> (d*k.

In the last line integration is to extend over the reduced Brillouin zone.
The new normalization is

(nk\n'k') ònn,ò(k-k') (2.9)

It then follows that for any function f(k)

Y\nk) /(ft) (»ft | -> fd3k | nk) /(ft) (nk | (2.10)

and for any diagonal operator 0

^Trace O A££(nk\0\nk)
n k

2

~V j!—i jL~i ^ x I" I ' ' 4ji-
n k k',\k'—kl<e
HH Z (»ft j 0 I nk') -^^27 fd*k I d3k'(nk I 0 I »ft'

I A'-*|<£

(2.11)
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where e is arbitrarily small. The approximation introduced in this paper
is to apply (2.11) for operators which ar not rigorously diagonal in ft
but contain first or second derivatives of ô (ft — ft')*).

We have now to make a few remarks concerning the second limit,
U -> co, since, as is seen from (2.8) and from (3.2) below, the perturbation

§' is unbounded in * and the matrix elements of Xj contain a singularity

djdk'j ô(k — ft'). Although such singular expressions are easily
treated by partial integration and lead to a finite result for each term in
the trace of the expansion (2.6) a justification of this procedure may be
desirable. It is easily obtained with the device of a finite magnetized
region U introduced above. In fact, it is shown in appendix A that the
(5-function contained in the matrix elements of Xj can be considered as
the following limit (see eq. (A. 16))

ònn, ô (ft - ft') hm Ann. (ft, ft') (2.12)
C->oo

where Ann> is a regular function in ft and ft' with a steep maximum at
ft= ft'.

We would like to add a remark about the question of convergence of
the perturbation theory, although in the present paper we are interested
only in the first few coefficients of the perturbation expansion (2.6). It
is clear from the properties of §' in the limit U -> oo that perturbation
theory ceases to be convergent in this limit. In fact, as is well known,
the switching on of a homogenous magnetic field changes the character
of the electronic states entirely in that closed orbits and discontinuities
in the spectrum occur (see Peierls13), p. 151). On the other hand, fora
finite extension U of the field there always exists a finite upper limit Hm
of the field strength such that no closed orbits and no discontinuities in
the spectrum exist and perturbation theory is therefore applicable. This
means that in the case of a finite U a finite convergence radius proportional

to Hm exists which goes to zero in the limit U -> oo. The existence
of each term in the trace of (2.6) in this limit indicates however that Q

may be obtained as an asymptotic series in H.

*) The rigorous procedure would be to keep the region U finite troughout the
calculation, replacing A by q>u -A (<pu is defined in appendix A). $' then contains
only bounded operators and

Q - Qa (21V) Zf d»k (nk | F(§) - F(§0) | nk)
n

is a rigorous definition. A closer examination of this formula shows that the
corrections to the result of this paper are terms containing first and second derivatives

of the quantity Ann- defined in (A. 16), which remain finite as U goes to
infinity.
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We are now in a position to work in the double limit indicated above.
Using (2-5, 7, 8) and the rules (2-10, 11), eq. (2.5) can be written as

with

and

Qo ^-Z fd*kF{En(k))

(2.13)

H(z) £ / d3k / d3k'(z - F„(ft))-i (»ft |;3| »ft') • (z - En(k'))-1
e

A{z) Z fdak [dSk'{z-En(k))-i.
n J

e

.(Hk\2-(x* + 4}\nk'){z-En(k'))-i

Mz) S Z fd3k I d3k' fd3k"(z - ^„(ft))-1.

(2.14)

(»ft ] l31 »"ft") (z - En„(k"))-1 (»"ft" 113 | »ft') • (z - EJk'))-1.

Here l3 is the 3-compoment of angular momentum,

1= x x p

and an abbreviated notation for the integration over the small sphere
I ft — ft' | < s has been introduced. Comparing with (2.1) we have

^= + ^TJdzF^^-ÌnJ^
(2.15)

Apart from notation and the neglect of spin the formula for^ is the same
as in ref. 1. The proof that M0 vanishes will be given in the next section.

3. Evaluation of M0 and %

With the help of the expressions for the matrix elements of p., Xj (j
1, 2, 3) and l3 which follow from appendix A,

vk\p}\n'k') PJinn,(k)-ò(k-k') (3.1)

(«ft \Xj | «'ft') dnn,-
dk, ò(k-k')+Xj<n„,(k)-o(k-k') (3.2)
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1 0
(nk\l3\n'k') P%nn,(k') ò(k - ft')

-Pi,«AV)
d

ok. Tô(k

i dkx'

k') + L3Ak) ¦ ô(k ft')

97

(3.3)

Pj,nn>, Xjnn,, L3nn, being regular function of ft, the evaluation of (2.14)
is straightforward. It is useful to introduce a matrix notation in the band
index, calling E(k) the diagonal matrix with elements En(k) and using
the symbol «tr» to designate trace formation with respect to «. Then with
the help of (3.3) the quantity fi(z) defined in (2.14) assumes the form

(3.4)

Xj | w' ft').

(3.5)

fi(z) =Jd3kfd3k' tr [{z - F(ft))-1 (P2(ft')| (~ 6{k - ft')) -
e

- Pl(fe,) T (w <*(* - *')) + L»W -0{-k~ *')} (z - ZWV1] ¦

In the expression for A (z) we first write, with the help of (A. 13)

(nk \x\ 4- x\ | »'ft') 27 fdSk" E (nk I XJ I n"k") (n"k
n" ¦> j - 1,2

Making use of (3.2) we obtain

A(z) id3k /W fd3k" 27 ~ tr \(z - E(k))~1 ¦

J J J j_12 * L

¦{^-ï~rà(k-k'')) + Xj{k).ô(k-k'')}.
¦ [t (leid{k" ~ k')+ Xj {k"] '0{k"~ fe,)l {z~~E (fe'))_1

Similarly we get for ji(z)

7i(z) fd3kfd3k' fd3k"tr\(z- E(k))~1-
E

¦ [P^ T (ät Ô {k ~ k"])- Pl(fe,,) T (W" ** - k"])+

+ L3(k) -ô(k- ft")} (z-E(k»)yi jP2(ft') 1(^ ò(k" -*'))-
- Pi(*') T (m7 ó(fe" - *')) + ^*") ó(*" - ^(^-^(fe'))-1] •

The further procedure entails partial integrations to eliminate the
derivatives of the ô-functions. It is important that all surface integrals
thereby introduced vanish. Indeed, these surface integrals always contain

a ò(k — ft') where the wave vector ft is an inner point of the domain
of integration (which is either the reduced zone or the sphere e) whereas
ft' moves about the boundary surface. (This argument may be put on
firmer ground with the help of the 'regularized' <5-function, Ann, (ft, ft')
of eq. (2.12), using standard procedures. We shall not enter into these
details however.)

7 H.P.A., 33, 2 (I960)

(3.6)
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We begin with the evaluation of fi(z). Partial integration with respect
to ft' yields

fi(z) =Jd3kfd3 k' tr [(z - E(k))-^-1.-^-,(P2(k') (z - F (ft'))-1) 4-

; (Plvft') (* -E(k'))-1) + !,(*))] Ò (ft -ft').l d_

i dk„

Introducing the abbreviation

and using the matrix formula

A (z - F(ft))-1 (z - E)~i Ej(z- E)^ (3.7)

we get, after a cyclic permutation of factors in the trace,

fi(z) fd3ktr\(z- E)-
1

P +1 P-J ^2/1 4- -r rm -
-i P, • (* - ^)-1 F| + 4" Pt • (* - £)-X £l 2 + i.)

(3.8)

Now since F(ft) is a diagonal matrix, £| ¦ commutes with (z — F)_1. Therefore

the third and fourth term of the curled bracket of (3.8) are proportional

to (— lji) (P2 E\x — P-L E\2) which according to (A. 8) is the hermi-
tian conjugate of the matrix

A^\(En.P2~El2.P1). (3.9)

In the trace of eq. (3.8) only the diagonal elements of this matrix occur,
which, however, vanish according to eq. (A.19'),

Ann 0, all« (3.9')

For the first two terms of the curled bracket in (3.8) we use the formula

--i(P2/1-P1/2) L3+-I3 (3.10)

which follows from eq. (A. 20) and the definitions (A. 15, 15'). (+denotes
hermitian conjugation.) Then eq. (3.8) reduces to

fu(z) fd3 k tr [(z - E)-2 L+] 27 /> k (^ (z - FJ-1) • L+nn
J n J » n

Going back to the expression (2.15) for M0 and making use of the
Pr0perty L+ -L (3 10')

which follows from (3.10) with the help of (A. 19') we can write
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With ft l^r/** F'(En(k)) ¦ L3,nn(k) (3.11')

fin is the permanent magnetic moment contributed by the n'h band in
units of the Bohr magneton e/2 m.

To show that all contributions fin vanish, the time reversal symmetry
T-invariance) of §0 is essential. Indeed, with the help of (B.6) and

(B. 9), eq. (3.11') can also be written as

<"» -' 4lfif*k F'(E»(-k)) " Ltn»(-k) ¦

Since the reduced Brillouin zone is invariant under the reflexion ft -> — ft
and because of (3.10') it follows that

fin — fin 0; all «. (3.12)

It can be proven that exactly the same reasoning holds if the electron spin
is included (i.e. spin-orbit coupling not neglected) *). Thus in a one-electron
picture T-invariance (which for an electron with spin is expressed by
§0 m §q io~x with co — ia2) quite generally implies the vanishing of
a permanent magnetic moment so that the latter is always due to the
simultaneous presence of more than one electron (exchange effects).

We turn now to the evaluation of A(z) and n(z). Since in these expressions

derivation of a (S-function occurs in two of the factors we want to
make use of the identity

^ à (ft - ft") -jL<5 (ft -ft") (3.13)

in order not to introduce new derivatives of «^-functions by partial integration.

(Note that according to (2.12) this rule may be considered as the
limit U -> oo of the equality of (A. 17) and (A. 17'). All formal manipulations

are therefore entirely justified.) Then a first partial integration of
(3.5) yields

A(z) fd3 k Id3 k' fd3k" ~ £ tr Uz - F(ft))"1 •

• {- \ (-^- Ô(k - ft")) -f Xj (ft) d(k - ft")J ¦

• {- T {dé/ (* - E(k'))-i) + Xj (ft") (z - E(k'))-^]ô(k" - ft').
A further partial integration with respect to k} leads to

A(z) ~\d3k£tr [{+!—- (* - E(k))^ +

+ (z - F(ft))-1 Xj (ft)} {- i- -1- (x - F(ft))-1 +

+ Xj(k)(z-E(k))-i}]
*) This is also true if (2.11) is replaced by the rigorous definition.
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or, with use of (3.7) and after a cyclic permutation of factors in the trace,

A(z) fjd3k £tr [(* - F)-2 jì E j (z - F)-1 + X,} •

.{-l^-F^^. + X,}].

Recalling that F (ft) is a diagonal matrix and that therefore the diagonal
elements of E\jXj — XjE\j vanish we get

A(z) f- /Vä 27 *' [(* - i)"4 (^)2 + (* - E)-2 (Xj)2}
•> ì 1,2

and with use of the identity

(« - En)-^ ^-~{z- En)~> (3.14)

A(z) f- />* 27 Z7 [v (-âïi (* - 3.)-1) • (£w,)2+

+ (4~ (*- Erf ¦ (Xj)nn }. (3.15)

Similarly a first partial integration of n(z), eq. (3.6), yields

n(z) / d3k d3k' d3k" tr\(z- E(k))~1 ¦

£

¦ |-P2(fe") T(^ (*"*")) + P^t{wJ {k-k,,)) +

+ L3(k)d(k-k")}(z-E(k"))-^-{^-/;(P2(k') (z-F(ft'))-1) +

+±~±r (P^ft') (s- F(ft'))"1) + L3 (ft") (z-E (ft'))-1}] <5(fe" - ft')

where we have made the replacement (3.13) in the first curled bracket.
After a partial integration with respect to kt and k2 we get

n(z)=fd*ktr [l[+^(~(z~E(k))^)-Pz(k) -
_± (A (,_£(*))-!) P1(ft) + (2-F(ft))"1.L3(ft)}.

.Rt o,;

UNIVERSITE *
NEÜCHATEL a

(.-F(ft))-1 -- d*! ;p,(*) («-£(*))-!)

+ ¦

()£, (P^fc) (*- F(ft))-1) + £,(*) (*- F(ft))-1}]
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Making use of (3.7) this expression becomes, after a cyclic permutation
of factors in the trace,

7i(z) fd3 ktrUz- E)-2 { 4- Elt (z - E)-1 P2 -
- ~ F,2 (z- F)-1 P1+L3}(z- F)-11-- P Pili ~

~^P2(z~E)-xEll + ^P1(z-E)^El2+L3]].

Commuting E\j with (z — F)_1 we can make use of the definition (3.9)
and the relation (3.10) to write

n(z) fd3ktr [(z~E)~2{ (z-E^A + L3}-

.(z-E)-*{A+(z-E)-i+Li}]
or, making another cyclic permutation in the trace,

n(z) fd3 k tr [(z-E)-*A (z-E)-1A+ +

+ (z-E)~3{A (z - F)-1 L% + L3 (z-E)~iA+} +

+ (z-E)-2L3(z-E)-^L+}.
The trace, which consists in a double sum over « and «', wiU now be

divided into the parts with « «' and « 4= «'. Using (3.9') and (3.14) we

get

I 2
3,jmn(z)=fd3kZ^{-^-%(z-En)-i)

+ fd*kZZ' \^(~ (z-En)~A - \Am, \2 +

+ (ik:{^E"y1)' i^wi2]-^-^-)-1
where £' means summation over »' 4= «.

¦ (3.16)

With these results (3.15, 16) the susceptibility formula (2.15) may be

written in the form of eq. (7) of ref. 1,

X--(^f-^Z(Dn+Pn) (3.17)
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where Dn and P„, as obtained from A(z) and n(z) respectively, are given
by

A, + ~ fd*k 27 \± (Enlj)2 ¦ F'"(£„) + (Xf)nn ¦ F'(En) 1 (3.17')
" /=1,2 f '

P„ -4-/"<P*4rlI.„l»-F'(£,)

ô3

o | l Z,nn

+ \ fd3 kr\~\ Ann. \2 ¦ ~ G(En> En) +

1 * » d2
+ ~2\ \Am' L3nn, + L3nn, Ann) ^gr-2 G(F„_ F„,) 4-

In the last expression use has been made of Cauchy's formula

27tif dz F(z)

(z-E){z-E>)
F(E)-F(E>)

: ~-E-E' G(£' £

(3.17")

(3.18)

4. Final Result and Discussion

The main task of the last section was to eliminate the singularities
ï'j ô (ft — ft'). In eqs. (3.17', 17") we arrived at well defined integrals

extending over the reduced Brillouin zone. The expressions permit still
some important simplifications. First we want to replace in Pn the derivatives

of the function G(EnEn,) defined in (3.18) by derivatives of the
simpler function F(En). This is done with the help of the reduction
formula

(F - E') *L G(E, E') F« (F) - s • *± G(E, E');s> 1.

Introducing the Fermi distribution function

/(F) F'(F) (l + e(£-f)/*T)-

and using the abbreviation

B„,„ ^,,,,,-^"1; ; »4=»'nn' S,nn' t" E"

eq. (3.17") may be written as

p _ p(l) i p(2) p(3) p(4) p(S)

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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pili=A/^Ä27'fe
p(2)

-1"(En)

^jd3k\L3,m\2.f'(En)

Py \\d3kZ' [| L3>„„, |2- | Bm, \2}-f'(En)

F*> — l[*kZ'.^4- ¦ G(E„, En.)

(4.3')

Similarly we write eq. (3.17') as

with ö(!) ™y> k [(£n|i)2 + {E^Y] f.{En)

m
D?=™j d3k[(Xl)nn+(Xl)m] - f(En)

(4.4)

(4.4')

An important simphfication is possible for P(1). From the definition (3.7)
it follows that

I A 12 p p*' I "nil' I (-p \2 \11 Jr2,nn'-r2.
E - E', ~ \ nìl> £-1 E~^F

2,nn' 2,nn'
'

— FE
n'

p p* p p* i p p*
_l IT7 \2 V"' l,nn/Jrl,»«' r- i? \~" 2,«« l,»«' T 1,««' 2,nn'+ ^«W ^ —fr _F -enll-enl2^ p _p

which according to (A. 8) and the sum rule (A. 21) may be expressed
entirely in terms of the energy band structure,

1 __, I A A2 1

E„-E~ 2 l^"'11"-E' m) (£"l!

+ ~2 ^"122 - —) (^„ii)2 - F„[12 Enll Enl2

Now, the sum of P(1) and D(1) reduces to

PV + DU=^-fd3k[Enlll(Enl2)2 +

+ Eni22 (E„n)2-2 E„m Enll Eni2] f"(En)

Because of the relation

Enlj.f"(En) ^~f'(En)

(4.5)

(4.6)
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we may perform a partial integration

fd3kEnW, EMEnH, f"(En) =tfi da-n, EnijJ, EnU, f'(E„)

^j'd3k(Enljj,Enll,)u.f'(En)

where the surface integral extends over the boundary of the reduced
zone and n is the outside normal. This boundary is a polyhedron, each
face of which goes over into the opposite face by a translation through
a vector Kx of the reciprocal lattice. Because of the symmetry (B. 19)
and since the normal n has opposite sign for opposite faces, the surface

integral is zero. Therefore partial integration of (4.6) yields

W + P(nl)= -^jfd'k [F„IU Fnl22- (F„ll2)2] - /'(£„) (4.7)

This is just the contribution of the wth band to the Landau-Peierls
diamagnetism %P which according to (3.17) is

xP—(0^I^ + ^)=--

+Ç (2n)-3zfd3k [Enlu Enm- (F„,12)2] f'(En)

The other terms in (4.5', 6') yield

*=-fe)V3E^-n

-~ (In)-3 E[d*k[(X\)nn + (XlU f(En)
n *

xL—(£f^Ep(:^ •

n

-^(2n)~3E[dsk\L^J2f'(En)

y:-(^Y^EP^-
n

-J^(2*)~SE fd*k2J'[\L3„,n,\*-\Bnn,\*]f'(En)
n J n'

xv=~(~)2^Ep(:)-
n

~Ì(2")-sEfd3*E'^J(E»)

*"—(0^E^=
+ -^(2*r*E fdskE']rrw-,G(E»,En.)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)
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The total susceptibihty is, apart from the Pauli spin paramagnetism,

X=Xp + Xa+%L + %V+ %' + %" (4-14)

Xa is purely diamagnetic (note that according to (A. 11) the Xj are
hermitian matrices) and^L is paramagnetic, while Xv> %' and %" have
no unique sign. Moreover the electrons of all filled bands (core electrons)
contributs to Xa, Xv and %" (factor f(En) or G(En, E„')) while in %P, fa and
%' only the electrons (and holes) in the neighbourhood of the Fermi
energy £ (conduction electrons) are of importance (factor f'(EA).

In our calculation xp is the only term which depends on the energy
band structure En(k) alone and not on other matrix elements. Some

authors14) also quote a term which contains F„|1122 only. It can be shown
however that this term is gauge dependent and vanishes in our gauge
(2.8). To be more precise, with the one-parameter gauge group introduced
in ref. 1

A' -H ¦ [Xx2, (X - 1) xlt o)=A + grad \h (-]- - X\ % xz
1

A being given by (2.8), this term is found to be

%X=-(2X-1)2 -^(2nY3 £ j'd3kEnlll22. f(En)

On the other hand it can be shown that %P is independent of the gauge
parameter X.

A term of a peculiar nature is %" since it contains a factor G(En, En)
which cannot be reduced to the Fermi function f(EA. Since by symmetri-
sation with respect to n and «'

2727'^4-G(Fn>F„,)
n * « »'

TEE' |B""/~£B"'"'2 G(~En. En)

(4.15)

x" is due to the anti-symmetric part of | Bnn, |. According to (3.9) and
(A. 19") the S„„- as defined in (4.2) may be considered as the non-diagonal

elements of the matrix
B L3-m (Ea X2 - F12 Xt)

which can be shown to be non-hermitian in general so that | Bnn> |

4= | B+, 1 | Bn.n | is possible*).
In deriving the result (4.8 — 13) no explicit use has been made of

symmetry properties of §0 other than the lattice periodicity. It can be

seen that T-invariance of §0 does not induce any further simphfication

*) The occurence of G(E„r En') in X" is probably due to our approximation (2.11).
This is suggested by the result of ref. 2 which is entirely expressible in terms of f(E„).
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of the result. For instance it does not imply the vanishing of %L. This
is only the case if in addition invariance of §0 with respect to the inversion
* -> — x (P-invariance) is assumed. Indeed, as follows from appendix B,
T- and P-invariance together imply

l3,„„(ft) 0; all« (4.16)

(Strictly speaking (4.16) implies the vanishing of Xl f°r nondegenerate
energy bands only because otherwise LSnn contains a trace over the index
labelling this degeneracy).

It is instructive to write down the result (4.14) for the limiting cases
of nearly free and of tightly-bound electrons.

In the case of nearly free electrons where the periodic potential is
considered as a small perturbation, it follows from (C. 1) and the
definitions (A. 15), (3.9), (4.2) that Xp is the only term of importance,

X Sé Xp (nearly free electrons) (4.17)

In tight binding approximation, on the other hand, the energy bands
of interest are all very narrow, so that one may put (see (C. 3))

EnlJ ~ 0

at least for the occupied bands (E„ < £). Then according to (3.9), (4.2)

Bnn.^LZtnn,; n + n' (4.18)

so that^' vanishes in this hmit. According to (4.13,15,18) the hermiticity
of L3, which is shown in appendix C to be valid in this approximation,
implies x" 0 so that

XSéXu + Xl + Xv (tightly-bound electrons) (4.19)

Since in this approximation the ft dependence disappears, ft-integration
simply yields the volume of the reduced Brillouin zone,

fd3k=(2n)3jv (4.20)

v being the volume of the unit cell of the crystal (which in the case of
a Bravais lattice is also the volume per atom). Since there is no preferred
axis with atomic states we may finally write eqs. (4.9, 10, 12) in the form

Xv '¦

3 -Aä'zr'^&i1'^ ("2)

^-èoTlI'l'l')!'« <«3>
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These expressions are well known for atomic systems where / is the Maxwell

distribution15) : ^a is a Langevin-Pauli diamagnetism, xv a van Vleck
paramagnetism and Xl a Langevin-Debye paramagnetism pt2/3kT. (Note
the factor 2 for spin degeneracy.) Since P-invariance holds in atomic
systems %L is non-zero only for completely or nearly degenerate states
| « >, | < « | I | « > |2 being a sum over nondiagonal 'low frequency
elements'15). It is interesting to note also that (4.21) and (4.22) are identical

with Peierls's Xi and Xi respectively.

Appendix A : Matrix elements
We write the Bloch states defined by (2.7) and (2.9) as

\nk)=eik*unk(x) (A.l)

where unk is invariant under translations through a lattice vector Rx,

«„*(* + ««)= «,*(*) (A.2)

Consider now an operator 0 with this same symmetry (periodic 0).
Reducing the unit ceU Qa at Ra to the cell Q0 at the origin by

* *' + Rx (A3)

and making use of (A. 2) the matrix element of 0 may be written as

(«ft \0\ n'k') 2J eiik'^ k) Ra •

«0

where summation over a extends over the infinite crystal. One proves
in the usual way, starting from a finite normalization volume V, that in
the limit V -> oo 3

27 eikR" y^L ¦ ò(k) (A.4)
a

where v is the volume of the unit cell. Thus

(nk\0\ n'k')-=Om, (ft), ô(k-k') (periodico) (A.5)

Where
0m, (ft) {-^Jd3 x e-****: k 0 j** un,k (AS)

With 0=1 the normalization

l3?rf<*»****= *«; allfe (A-6>

follows from (2.9). Taking 0 pj lji djdxj we get the matrix element
(3'1)WÌth

P ,y\ (2-)V * Z1 d ,h\ J* tX7X
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Since partial integration of (A. 7) yields a vanishing surface integral
because of the periodicity (A. 2), it follows that the P- are hermitian
matrices in the band index «,

Pj+(k) Pj(k) (A.8)

The matrix element of the coordinate x,, for which the rule (A. 4) does

not apply, may be writtens as

(«ft | xj j «'ft') fd3 x unk un,k, i-^jpr- ei(k'~V*

(nk \ xj | »'ft') ~^funk un,k, e«k'-»* d3 x

1 du„,k, enk'-k)xgzxnk i dk'

(A.9)

In the second integral the differentiation Iji djdk'j, behaves like a periodic
operator, so that we can apply (A. 5,5') and get

- /«I* t~òV~ 6Ì(k'~k)X d*x XJ>™> (fe) • ó(fe- *') (A1°)

With
XMn, (ft) ^ - /<fe i A Un,k d* x (A.10')

With (A. 1) and the normalization (2.9), eq. (3.2) follows immediately
from (A. 8). Eq. (A. 9) suggests the interpretation that the operator Xj
be split into a periodic and a non-periodic part which somewhat resemble

(without being identical to) a saw tooth function and a stepped function
respectively. Application of i djdkj to eq. (A. 6) immediately proves the
hermitian property of the matrix (A. 10'),

Xj+(k) Xj(k) (All)
The basic assumption underlying the Bloch representation is that the

functions unk for any ft in the reduced zone form a complete set within
the domain Q0. Taking into account the normalization (A. 5) the
completeness relation is

27M»jt(*Kfe(*') 72J^(*-*'); allfc (A-12>
n *

The completeness of the Bloch states (A. 1) is then a consequence of
(A. 12). With the value (4.20) for the volume of the reduced zone it can
be expressed as

27 dsk |«ft)(»ft| l (A.13)
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Then it follows for any periodic operator 0, making use of (A. 5) and (3.2),
that

(»ft \xjO\ «'ft') 27 fd3 k" (nk | Xj | «"ft") («"ft" | 0 »'ft')

°""' {k'] t • w;ô (fe - *') + (xjW °(fe))-' • ô^k - k>)

and (»ft | Oxj | »'ft') 0m,(k) ±JL- 6 (ft - ft') 4-

4-(0(ft)Z,(ft))„„,.«5(ft-fe')

If we put 0 pt in (A. 14) we obtain eq. (3.3) with

L3 X1P2- X2 P1

The hermitian conjugate is by (A. 8,11)

Et Pi xi — Pi X2

(A.14)

(A.14')

(A.15)

(A.15-)

Comparison of (A. 14) and (A.14') shows that although l3 is a hermitian
operator, F3(ft) is in general not a hermitian matrix.

The matrix element of a function

<Pu(x)
1 inside a region U

o outside U

may be written with the help of (A. 2, 3, 6) as

Am, (ft, ft') s (nk | Va (x) | »'ft') 27 e«k'-»«« •

a

/>'-*)*' w;fe (»') «-/Jt# (»'). <pu (X' + RA d3x'

or Am, (ft, ft')
(2ji): 27 i(k'-k)Ra

(A.16)

(A.16-

The inaccuracy of the last formula caused by the cells Qa that are cut by
the boundary of U vanishes in the limit U -> oo. Thus eq. (2.12) follows
from (A. 16', 4).

For the discussion in section 2 we are interested in the matrix elements
of <pu(x)-Xj which represents the vector potential for a magnetic field
with the same behaviour as (pu except at the boundary of U (to avoid
complications <pv may be assumed to be continous at this boundary). In
analogy to eq. (A. 9) we can write

(«ft | <pv (x) ¦ Xj | »'ft') -*-
• jj^fd3 x unk un,k, Va(x) ei(k'-k)x
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Using (A. 13) the second integral may be expressed as

27/W'(«ft|9v|»"ft"). [d3xun„k„ f *g£^-*>
With the help of (A. 10,16) we get

(uk 1<p0 (x) ¦ xj I «'ft') T^rAnn, (ft, ft')

+ {A(k,k').Xj(k'))nn,
(A.17)

An alternative form may be obtained in expressing Xj by the derivative
— Iji djdkf instead of + Iji djdk% applied to exp i (ft'— ft) *. It is

(« ft | tpv (x) ¦ Xj j «' ft') - i- ¦ ~Zl„„, (ft, ft')

+ (XJ.(ft).Zl(ft,ft'))„„,

From (A. 14,14') it follows after a partial integration

fd3k'(nk \i[0,Xj] j »'ft') =-

~Onn,(k)+i[0(k),Xj(k)]n

(A.17')

(A.18)

By applying this formula to 0 §0 and making use of the commutation
relation

1

*[&>. */] -£,
we obtain the formula

i P,(ft) F,, + i[F(ft), Z,(ft)] (A.19)

or in components
P]im(k) m F„,, (A.19')

Pj,nn' (*) * » (S. (*) - £.- (*)) • Xj,nn, (ft); « * »' (A.19")

A second relation is obtained with 0 pt and the commutator

iltt, *;] Ôu

In this case (A. 17) yields the sum rule

d,j PIU + i[Pt(k), Xj(k)} (A.20)

Recalling the definitions (A. 15, 15') one sees that eq. (3.10) is an immediate

consequence of (A. 20). The diagonal part of (A. 20) together with
(A.19',19") yields

1 1 * P P _L_ P P
77 Â i Y^ ' l.nnj.n'n* j,nn l.n'n /A -91 ^
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Appendix B: Symmetries
The basis for the symmetry relations to be derived in this appendix

is a representation in terms of the periodic part of the Bloch states (A. 1).
As is seem from (2.3, 7) it satisfies the Schrödinger equation

&«rt-¦£.(*)«* all ft (B.l)

T-invariance: According to Wigner's definition of time reversal16) any
wave function ip(x, t) is transformed into y* (x, —t). This transformation
leaves the Schrödinger equation

$ov *Tr (B.2)

invariant if §0 is real,
§o — $0 (T-invariance) (B-3)

T-invariance is thus verified for the §0 in (2.3). The corresponding
invariance of §)k is, according to (B. 1')

s* §>:k (B.3')

Thus time reversal of unk has to be defined as

According to (B. 1,3') the new unk' satisfy the equation

$*V £„("*) V (B.5)

and may be normahzed according to (A. 6). By virtue of their completeness

the unk may be taken as basis for an expansion of unk',

<U'=27vfeS„„„(fc) (B.6)
n"

Eq. (B. 5) together with (B. 1) yields, after multiplication with w*fe and
integration, using (A. 6),

(F„,(fc)-F„(-fc)).Sn,„(fc) 0

If ft is not a point of degeneracy (note that ft-independent degeneracies
have been admitted but not explicitly labelled in this paper) this equation
implies mEn(-k) En(k) (B.6)

and also that S(k) is diagonal in «. By an appropriate choice of phases
of the unk it is therefore always possible to have

"«'»(*) "n'n
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and thus un_k unk (B.7)

The implication of this equality is, according to (A. 7) and (A. 10'),

P/(-ft) - Pj(k); Xj*(~k) + Xj(k) (B.8)

from which, in view of the definition (A. 15), it follows that

i; (-*) -!,(*) (B.9)

P-invariance : Spatial inversion transforms a general ip (x,t) into ip(— x,t)
and the Schrödinger equation (B. 2) is invariant if §„ conserves the parity,

§>0(x) §0 (—x) (P-invariance) (B.10)

The corresponding invariance of $$k is according to (B. 1')

$*(*) Ö-* ("*) (B-10')

Thus space inversion of Mrefe has to be defined as

«Bfe->*<„*» «„,-*(-*) (B.ll)

From here onwards, the same reasoning again leads to (B. 6) and to

K,-k (-*) «„*(*) (B-12)

Applied to (A. 7) and (A. 10') this relation yields

Pj (-ft) - P,(ft) ; Xj (-ft) - Xj(k) (B.13)

and, according to (A.15),
L3 (-ft) L3(ft) (B.14)

Combination of T- and P-invariance, (B.8,13), and use of the hermit-
icity (A.8,11) leads to

P,;n,„(fc) P,,„„,(ft); X,,„,„(ft) -X7,nn,(ft) (B.15)

Similarly (B.9,14) together with (3.8) yields

L3,m. + F3,n.„ | (P2>„n,i-Pi,„„<|2) (B.16)

For n n' this equation goes over into (4.16) in view of (A. 19').
A quite different type of symmetry occurs if one tries to extend eq.

(B.1,1') to ft-points outside of the reduced zone. This is obviously
possible formally since ft plays the role of a parameter, the restriction to
the reduced zone originating from the completeness hypothesis. If Kœ is

a vector of the reciprocal lattice so that

eiKaRß==1. allß
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the function vnk éK*x unM+Ka (B.17)

obviously has again the periodicity (A.2) and, furthermore, satisfies the
eqUatÌOn ^n^En(k + KAVnk (B.18)

Again the reasoning is the same as between (B.5) and (B.7), the result
bemg

F„(fc+KJ F„(fc) (B.19)

and eiK«* unJt+Kri unk (B.20)

or according to (A.l)
n,k+KA=\ » ft) (B.20')

Appendix C: Nearly Free and Tightly-Bound Electrons

The modifications for nearly free electrons are most easily obtained
from the relation ,„

the right hand side of which is a small periodic function. Using (A.5) for
O p and dVjdx we have

i(En,(k) - En(k)) ¦ Pj,nn'(k) ej:m,(k) =^/W;fe«„,fe|~d3*
fio

Thus according to (A. 19") the non-diagonal elements of Xj are of order
e as are those of Pj. On the other hand P-invariance holds in zeroth order
in dVjdx so that according to (B.15) the diagonal elements of Xj are at
least of first order in e. Therefore, with (A.19'),

Xj= 0(e); Pj mEij + 0(e) (C.l)

We only mention that the energy band structure follows by integration
of eq. (A.21) taking into account the symmetries (B.6,19) and is, in an

appropriate labelling,

Ena(k) ~(k + KA2+0(e2)

(It is of the form of fig. 11, p. 86, of Peierls13)).
The tight binding approximation, as is well known (see e. g. Peierls13),

p. 79 ff) starts from the assumption that the periodic potential may be

written as „V(x)^£U(x-RA
a

where U(x) is an atomic potential. (We restrict the discussion to Bravais
lattices. For lattices with more than one atom per unit cell the tight
binding approximation is more complicated). In this approximation the

8 H.P.A. 33, 2 (I960)
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Bloch states can be built up from the atomic wave functions <pn(x) which
satisfy the Schrödinger equation

Indeed, if U(x) and <pn(x) do not overlap appreciably for neighbouring
atoms in the crystal then

%* (*) 1/(^)3 X **** <Pn (» - K) (C.2)

(which has the correct periodicity (A.2)), approximately satisfies the
Schrödinger equation (B.l) with

F„(fe) en (C.3)

If the <pn are normalized to one and form a complete set then also (A.6)
and (A. 12) are approximately fulfilled. With (C.2) it follows from (A. 7)
and (A. 10') that

Pj,nn. (ft) - fd3 x <pH | - ±- q>„s < « | Pj | «' > (C.4)

and
Xj,nn- (*) fd3 x<p'nxjcpn, <n\ Xj I n' > (C.5)

(C. 4) shows that Pj(k) does not appreciably depend on ft so that according

to (3.10) L3 becomes a hermitian matrix in this limit,

Li - L3 ^ 0 (C.6)

and, with the help of the completeness of the atomic states | « >, is
approximately given by

T3,„„< (*) < n | l3 | »' > (C.7)
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